WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

CHANGING TO VEHICLE

Reverse order of instructions to convert back to robot.

1. Press button to pop up weapon storage.

2. KEY ACTIVATED
   KEY activates spring-loaded ramming mode!

3. INSERT KEY TO ACTIVATE FEATURES!
NOTE: Some parts are made to detach if excessive force is applied and are designed to be reattached if separation occurs. Adult supervision may be necessary for younger children.

**CHANGING TO ROBOT**

1. Insert rocket into launcher.
2. Insert key to launch rocket.
3. Pull trigger to turn rotor.
4. Flip up weapons for battle.

**ROBOT MODE**

Reverse order of instructions to convert back to vehicle.

---

**INSERT KEY TO ACTIVATE FEATURES!**

KEY activates energon rockets!

KEY launches energon rockets!